A simple technique which involves the transmission of a Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) symbol and two parity bits in separate channels to improve the performance of communication systems is devised. When a symbol is received, a decision is made not solely by its Euclidean distances to the constellation points. Rather, the two parity bits are used to assist in making the decision. Unlike standard error correcting codes (ECC), the proposed method operates on the received symbols at the detector level and before the ECC. The parity bits and the information symbols can be sent in different channels (frequency division) or at different times on the same channel (time division). The available energy for transmission can be distributed unevenly among the information bits and the parity bits to improve the performance. Simulation results show large gains in required signal to noise ratios over uncoded system to achieve the same performance. The scheme is simple and is well suited for systems with low computational power.
Introduction
In traditional QAM, each k information bits are associated with a point in a M-point constellation diagram where M = 2k. A waveform corresponding to the coordinates of the constellation point is transmitted to convey the information. In Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels and when the symbols occur with equal probabilities, the receiver makes a decision as which symbol was transmitted accord-*A. Alhabsi is with Sultan Qaboos University. H. M. Al-Rizzo is a professor at UALR. R. Akl is an asst. prof. at the university of Texas at Denton. ing to the Euclidean distances of the received symbol to all constellation points.
In hard-decision decoding, the output of the demodulator is quantized into a small number, usually M, of discrete levels. This kind of decision-making highly simplifies the receiver structure. This simplification comes at a cost in terms of performance. Soft-decision decoding, on the other hand, does not quantize the output of the demodulator. The demodulator output is sent to the decoder as is for further processing. It is also possible to quantize the output of the demodulator to a large number of levels, much larger than M, and still achieve performance close to that of pure un-quantized output. In BPSK where M = 2, for example, the performance when 3-bit quantization, i.e., 8 levels, is used is similar to that of no quantization.
When hard decision is used instead of soft decision, there is a loss of about 2-3 dB per bit to achieve the same level of performance in terms of bit error rate. To compensate for the loss associated with hard decision, the authors investigated the use of parity-assisted decoding (PAD). This technique involves sending two parity bits in addition to the QAM symbol. The parity bits are sent using QPSK in a different channel. The parity bits can also be sent at alternating times with the information symbols on the same channel. 
PAD Encoder
The operation of the PAD can be summarized as follows. At the transmitter, two parity bits are generated for each symbol to be transmitted. Only two parity bits are generated regardless of the number of points in the constellation. This enables the transmission of the parity bits using QPSK which inherently has a low bit error rate performance for a fixed SNR compared to other modulation techniques. It is also possible to generate three parity bits instead of two and sending them using a different modulation The first function, fo, can be chosen to be checkered among the symbols on the constellation diagram. Fig. 2 shows a typical function truth table for QAM-16. This can be extended for constellations with a larger number of points. This arrangement ensures that most errors, which as shown in Fig. 1 occur at The second function, fl, can be chosen to be as shown in Fig. 3 While mapping the bits to the constellation diagram can be done in a multitude of ways and yielding the same symbol error rate, it is customary to use Gray mapping. In Gray mapping neighboring symbols differ in a single bit. Therefore, a symbol error will most likely result is a single bit error. For a constellation of M points, the bit error rate Pe is approximated by PM Pe logM:
where PM is the symbol error rate.
3 Decoding Using PAD Unlike traditional QAM, the decoder of the proposed scheme uses both the Euclidean distance of the received symbol as well as the parity bits to make the decision. 
In the proposed system, the available symbol energy is divided among the k information bits and the two parity bits. The division, however, need not be equal. Since the parity bits are used to make decisions on the information symbols, they need to have a lower probability of error than those of the information symbols. That necessitates assigning the parity bits a higher portion of the available energy. However, assigning them a very large portion, will lead to low error rates for the parity but will leave a small amount of energy available to the information symbol. A possible solution to this problem is to divide the energy in such a way that the probability of error of the parity bits, Pp, is a small fraction of the probability of error of the information symbols. Thus, the average waveform energy is divided among the k information bits and the two parity bits like Es = kEb + 2Ep,
where Eb is the energy per bit of the information symbol and Ep is the alloted energy to each parity bit. Further, let the ratio of the energy allocated to each parity bit relative to each bit in the QAM symbol be a. Thus,
for some a > 0. From (4)-(6)
The probability of error for the parity bits, Pp, assuming Gray coding is given by
where No is the noise power spectral density.
Similarly, the probability of symbol error for the QAM symbol PQAM iS [1] PQAM 4 (1 6 Q (M3)No) 
